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OBJECTIVE BRIEF Choose an existing product to redesign or create a new product to 
launch under an existing brand for a food or beverage product targeted towards 
college students and distributed in food markets on university campuses.The target 
audience is college students; however, within that broad demographic exist more 
specific groups. Define key characteristics of  your sub-demographic to create a more 
targeted profile. Choose an existing product to redesign or create a new product 
to launch under an existing brand for a food or beverage product targeted towards 
college students and distributed in food markets on university campuses.The target 
audience is college students; however, within that broad demographic exist more 
specific groups. Define key characteristics of  your sub-demographic to create a more 
targeted profile.

AUDIENCE Though the target audience is college students, I wanted to create 
a product that would attract the attention of  students who look for convenience 
and novelty over price. This type of  student would be very low on time, most likely 
pulling all nighters on campus, and in need of  quick fixes when it comes to fresh-
ening up for the next class. A 60 piece gum pack would appeal as a product to this 
student and a contemporary twist on the Juicy Fruit brand would draw the attention 
of  said student. The consumer of  this product would also be drawn to the minimal-
ism of  the tin container as it could be repurposed for other items (similar to mason 
jar products).

PRODUCT This project will explore the redesign and packaging of  a 60 Piece 
Pack of  Juicy Fruit gum. The redesign will be celebrating the anniversary of  Juicy 
Fruit gum with an vintage (yet contemporary), bold and attention-grabbing new 
look.
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PROCESS & IDEATION

These were illustrations meant to play on the ‘fruit’ aspect of Juicy 
Fruit. Though appropriate for natural and organic food, it was not an 
appropriate direction for Juicy Fruit’s wackier marketing.
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